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ABSTRACT: Electronic spectra often exhibit vibronic structure when
vibrational and electronic transitions occur in concert. Theory reveals
(1) that orbital symmetry considerations determine specific roles played
by the nuclear degrees of freedom and (2) that the vibrational excitation
is often highly regiospecific, that is, attributable to an identifiable subset
of atoms within the molecule. Spectra obtained from a chromium(III)
complex involving a macrocyclic ligand and two axially disposed
butadiynide groups nicely illustrate many of the concepts involved.
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Flame tests in the laboratory reveal that atoms frequently
exhibit visible emissions,1,2 but atoms have higher-energy

electronic states as well. Molecular systems are even more
complex. The major reason is the increased number of degrees
of freedom because the wave functions of a molecule must
account for the electrons of all atoms as well as the disposition
of the nuclei. Fortunately, as outlined below, Born and
Oppenheimer have shown that it is possible to treat the
motions of electrons and nuclei separately because they move
at such different speeds on average.3 As a consequence, one can
regard a molecule as a framework of atoms that has an
equilibrium structure along with separate energy level schemes
for rotational, vibrational, and electronic motion. Only the
latter two types of motion persist in condensed phases since
free rotation is not possible in such a collision-rich setting. Pure
vibrational excitation proves to be a relatively low energy
process that typically requires infrared energies. However, it is
also possible to observe vibrational excitation in the visible or
ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum, when it
occurs in concert with electronic absorption or emission.
Energy transfer between the radiation field and the molecule
typically occurs via the electric dipole mechanism,4−6 and a
simultaneous vibrational and electronic, or vibronic, transition
has energy ν ̅el ± ν̅vib, where νe̅l and ν ̅vib designate the energies in
wavenumbers of the participating electronic and vibrational
transitions. Though ubiquitous, vibronic transitions tradition-
ally receive little coverage in textbooks, to the point of omitting
graphic illustrations.5,7 Expanding the discussion along lines
described below represents another approach that lends insight
into vibronic processes, while underscoring foundational
concepts of symmetry, bonding, and spectroscopy. A few

ground rules emerge that oftentimes foster a qualitative
understanding of vibronic structure exhibited by a chromo-
phore that may contain of many atoms.
The trans-[Cr(HMC)(C4H)2]

+ complex (1), shown in
Figure 1,8 serves as an interesting example and is a focal
point for the discussion to follow. A glance at the spectra
provided in Figure 2 reveals the first take home lesson, which is
that different vibrations couple to different electronic
transitions. For example, the transitions in the low energy
region between 12,500 and 13,500 cm−1 in Figure 2 correspond
to the low-temperature metal-centered, or d−d, emission
spectrum of 1. Here the spacing between adjacent vibronic
peaks is variable but is always on the order of a couple hundred
wavenumbers. In contrast, the absorption network centering
around 27,500 cm−1 exhibits a more regular vibronic spacing
with an average peak-to-peak separation that is wider than the
entire emission spectrum. Part of the explanation is that the
electronically allowed absorption occurs in conjunction with
particular vibrations that preserve the molecular symmetry,
whereas the formally forbidden d−d emission depends on the
participation of low-energy, symmetry-breaking vibrations, vide
infra. As will also become clear, the active vibrations within each
band system are regiospecific, that is, they logically relate to
identifiable subsets of atoms within the molecule.
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■ BORN−OPPENHEIMER APPROXIMATION AND
VIBRATIONAL COORDINATES

The theoretical treatment of vibronic transitions begins with
the Born−Oppenheimer approximation.3,9,10 The idea is that,
because nuclei move at much slower speeds than electrons, one
can solve Schroedinger’s equation for the electronic degrees of
freedom assuming that the nuclei are in specified positions.
Calculating the energy as a function of the nuclear positions
then defines a potential energy surface that governs nuclear
motion and minimizes at the optimum nuclear arrangement. A
nonlinear molecule containing N atoms has 3N − 6 degrees of
vibrational freedom, and assuming the potential energy surface

is parabolic along each collective displacement, or normal
coordinate, yields a ladder of vibrational energies as in Figure 3.

Equation 1 is a shorthand expression for the product wave
function that describes the combined electronic and vibrational
systems:

ψ χ υ χ υ χ υ( ) ( )... ( )i k1 2 (1)

where ψi = ψi(q,Q) denotes the wave function of the ith
electronic state, with q and Q denoting the coordinates of all
electrons and nuclei, respectively, and χ(υk) designates the
vibrational wave function of the kth normal mode. The ground
vibrational state for the kth normal mode has quantum number
νk = 0, and νk increases by 1 for each successive vibrational
level.
Multiple interactions help determine the equilibrium

structure, to which one can assign a molecular point group
that allows one to describe the associated vibrational wave
functions in terms of their symmetry properties. In particular,
the wave function for the ground vibrational state always forms
a basis for the totally symmetric representation, and when νk =
1, the wave function has the same symmetry as the normal
coordinate, Qk.

5 The normal coordinates of the system suffice
to describe any change in the equilibrium geometry that may
occur in an electronic excited state as well. However, nominally
being a solution of the original Schroedinger equation, no
isolated excited state is likely to adopt a new point group of its
own accord.9−11 The potential energy surface becomes more
complex when two or more states that are degenerate or nearly
degenerate experience Jahn−Teller coupling,12−15 but such
systems are beyond the purview of the present treatment. As

Figure 1. Complex 1, trans-dibutadiynido(meso-5,5,7,12,12,14-hexam-
ethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecanyl)chromium(III) cation.

Figure 2. Absorption and emission spectra of 1. The absorbance
spectrum (blue) is from a room-temperature solution in dichloro-
methane. The emission spectrum in red is from an alcohol glass at 77
K. Inset: Expanded energy range for emission from 12,500 to 15,000
cm−1.

Figure 3. Vibronic energy levels and vibrational wave functions. (A)
Potential energy function (gray) and ground state vibrational wave
function χ(0) (black) plotted along a totally symmetric normal
coordinate, one of the 3N − 6 vibrational coordinates of the system.
(B) The potential function of an excited electron electronic state and
corresponding vibrational wave functions, χ′(υk) (dashed) for υk = 0,
1, and 2. For simplicity, the plot assumes that the force constant is the
same as in the ground state but there is a shift in equilibrium geometry.
The data used to draw the ground-state curve pertain to the 14N16O
molecule, arbitrarily chosen for having a high frequency vibration. (C)
Vibronic transitions to the three vibrational levels indicated in part B.
Each relative intensity (horizontal bar length) is proportional to the
square of the corresponding overlap integral, ⟨χ′(υk)|χ(0)⟩, where υk =
0, 1, or 2. Higher energy vibronic transitions not shown.
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illustrated in Figure 3, however, expansion or contraction may
occur along a totally symmetric vibrational coordinate that
preserves the symmetry, especially when excitation alters the
net number of bonding or antibonding electrons within the
system.

■ LIGAND TO METAL CHARGE TRANSFER
ABSORPTION

The absorption band of 1 that centers around 27,500 cm−1 is
moderately intense with a maximum molar extinction
coefficient of about 1500 M−1 cm−1 and is clearly spin-allowed.
Neither the ligand nor the metal center exhibits an allowed
absorption band in the visible region, so the absorption involves
charge transfer from one moiety to another. In that Cr(II) is an
easily formed oxidation state and the axial ligands are anionic
and π-donating, one can confidently ascribe ligand-to-metal
charge-transfer (LMCT) character to the absorption. Theoreti-
cal calculations for related systems are consistent with the
proposed assignment.16 One can further understand the
excitation in terms of the energy-level diagram presented in
Figure 4, which, for simplicity, assumes idealized D4h symmetry.

In this view, interactions involving the four equatorial nitrogen
and two axial carbon donor centers effectively determine the d-
orbital splitting. Charge transfer could involve promotion of an
electron into a dσ or a dπ orbital; however, introducing another
electron into one of the dπ orbitals would require electron
pairing, so injection of an electron into an empty dσ level is
likely to be a lower energy process.17 Whether to the a1g dz2 or
b1g dx2−y2 orbital, the excitation originates from one of two
degenerate eu(L) orbitals, which are C−C bonding. The excited
state is therefore orbitally degenerate, and the full term symbol
for the excited state is 4Eu. A standard correlation diagram
reveals that 4B1g is the term symbol for the ground state of a six-
coordinate Cr(III) complex in D4h symmetry, vide infra.
An allowed 4B1g → 4Eu LMCT transition must have a

nonzero transition dipole moment, which implies that at least
one integral of the following type is nonzero:

⟨Ψ | |̂Ψ ⟩dE Bu 1g (2)

where ΨEu
designates an excited state wave function, d ̂ a dipole

moment operator, and ΨB1g
the ground state wave function.5,6

Group theory reveals that the integral is nonzero if B1g ⊗ Eu ⊃
Γd, that is, the direct product of the symmetry species
associated with the two wave functions includes at least one
component of Γd, the representation or set of representations
spanned by the dipole moment operators (x, y, and z). Here
the Eu component, spanned by x and y, is the active part of Γd.
An allowed transition tends to exhibit vibronic structure

when the excited state geometry shifts along one or more A1g
coordinates, as in Figure 3. A shift in geometry makes it
possible for vertical jumps to occur from the νk = 0 level of the
4B1g ground state to multiple vibrational levels of the 4Eu

excited state. The transitions are “vertical” because there is no
time for the nuclei to change positions during an electronic
transition, in accordance with the Franck−Condon princi-
ple.10,18 Vibrational overlap integrals dictate the relative peak
heights, as illustrated in Figure 3C.19 The clue to the nature of
the vibrational excitation is that the spacing between peaks
averages about 1960 cm−1, consistent with triple-bond
stretching. As complex 1 has two CC stretching modes
with A1g symmetry, vibronic excitations involving each are
theoretically possible, as are combination modes, etc. The
details aside, what is important to note here is that the average
CC stretching energy resolved in the absorption spectrum is
less than the corresponding average (2106 cm−1) observed in
the stretching region of the ground-state Raman spectrum. The
obvious implication is that CC bond weakening occurs in the
excited state, as one might expect to happen with the
promotion of an electron out of a π-bonding level of the
axial ligands. It also follows that the CC bonds will therefore
lengthen in the excited state, the very type of displacement
needed to explain the extended vibronic structure (Figure 3).

■ METAL-CENTERED TRANSITIONS

A metal-centered, d−d transition is different by virtue of being
an orbitally forbidden process in centrosymmetric environ-
ments. In such systems, a d−d transition involves a transition
from one gerade (g) orbital to another, but the dipole moment
operator is always ungerade (u). The direct products in eq 2
therefore have g ⊗ u ⊗ g = u symmetry, and the integrals
necessarily vanish. As the d−d transitions are very weak and
sometimes dwarfed by LMCT absorptions, the focus is on the
well resolved d−d emission spectrum of 1, measured at 77 K to
enhance resolution. The lifetime of the emission signal is tens
of microseconds, consistent with a spin-forbidden process.
Formation of the emissive d−d excited state therefore involves
inverting the spin of one of the dπ electrons and decreasing the
total spin quantum number from 3/2 to 1/2. A 2Eg state is, in
fact, always the lowest energy doublet state in an octahedral
Cr(III) complex, although a 2T1g state occurs close by in
energy.20 However, in D4h complexes like 1, which has matched
π-donating ligands in the axial positions, investigators usually
ascribe the emission to a 2Eg state that derives from the 2T1g
state.21−24 For more insight into the doublet states, see
Supporting Information.
The very observation of an emission signal reveals, of course,

that d−d transitions are at least partially orbitally allowed,
thanks in good measure to vibronic effects.5,6 The mechanism
works by enabling an ostensibly forbidden transition to “steal”
or borrow intensity from a neighboring allowed transition. For
example, the Eg emitting excited state may take on some of the

Figure 4. (left) Schematic orbital energy diagram showing the d-
orbital splitting of 1 as well as largely ligand-based π-bonding orbitals
of eu symmetry. See the Supporting Information for related contour
plots. (right) A state diagram showing terms involved in a LMCT
transition. The Supporting Information also includes a discussion
about deriving term labels.
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character of the LMCT state with Eu symmetry discussed
above. In order for the state mixing to occur, however, the
molecule must first descend into a lower point group symmetry
that lacks the center-of-inversion operation. Fortunately, low-
symmetry excursions commonly occur, even in the vibrational
ground state. Symmetry departures occur because quantum
mechanics requires the system to retain zero-point vibrational
energy so that the wave function distributes along each normal
coordinate. In particular, consider the A2u displacement, which
destroys the center of inversion as the axial ligands become
inequivalent (Figure 5).

Any time excursion along the A2u coordinate occurs, the
electronic degrees of freedom quickly respond, and perturba-
tion theory reveals that the state does so by mixing with
neighboring states. In the language of the original D4h point
group, the initial state takes on an admixture of the product
wave function ΨEu

QA2u
, where functions ΨEu

and QA2u
denote the

Eu electronic excited state and the normal coordinate associated
with the A2u promoting mode, respectively; see Supporting
Information for more details. The QA2u

part of the admixture
has two important consequences. First, it assures that the
farther the distortion, the greater the ΨEu

character and the
stronger the transition. Second, it modifies the Franck−
Condon factor, and in that way continues the distortion by
directing coexcitation of the A2u promoting mode. In view of
the large arrays of vibrations and electronic excited states
available, many different vibronically allowed transitions are
theoretically accessible. In theory, the Eg state may steal

intensity from any allowed ΨΓu
state, with (ungerade) Γu

symmetry, as long as the molecule has a normal coordinate
with a symmetry matching one of those contained in the direct
product Γu ⊗ Eg.

6,25 A vibronic transition in the emission
spectrum then has the energy ν ̅el − ν ̅gr, where ν ̅el denotes the
energy of the pure electronic emission and ν ̅gr denotes the
energy of the promoting mode.
In practice, however, only a limited number of the many

possible transitions appear in the spectrum. For example, the
emission spectrum in Figure 2 does not reveal a noticeable
band shifted by anything like 2100 cm−1, even though complex
1 has a CC stretching vibration with A2u symmetry. For a
symmetry-breaking distortion to have real import, it must affect
the makeup of molecular orbitals that are preponderantly 3d in
character, because the emission remains essentially a metal-
centered process. Thus, the effective modes are regiospecific
and normally involve deformations of metal−ligand bonds. The
latter vibrations tend to occur at relatively low energies due to
bond strengths as well as the masses involved, but if mode
assignments are available, one can attempt to identify the
specific vibrations involved.24,26 In addition to the promoting
mode, the vibronically induced transition may result in the
coexcitation of a totally symmetric vibration, as well as its
harmonics. This possibility arises if the equilibrium structures of
the initial and final electronic states occur at different positions
along the latter coordinate. In principle, a sequence of
transitions could emerge with Franck−Condon factors
determining the relative intensities.
Due to the intensity borrowing mechanism, it may also be

possible to observe non-totally symmetric modes within the
vibronic envelope of a formally allowed electronic transition.
However, such transitions are likely to be relatively weak and
difficult to observe, except when the electronic transition itself
is weak for some reason.27 Finally, the energy and character of
the enabling electronic state are always factors to consider. A
LMCT state with B2u symmetry could, for example, be quite
capable of imparting intensity to the emission signal from 1; see
Supporting Information.

■ DOUBLET STATES OF CHROMIUM(III)

Before recapping, it is worth complementing the discussion
with a brief look at some of the many d−d states actually
available in chromium(III) systems. Figure 6 shows a ligand
field theory model for the changes in state energies of a Cr(III)
complex as the π-donating ability of the axial ligands increases
and the symmetry descends from Oh to D4h.

22 In Oh symmetry,
the lowest energy 2Eg state entails a balanced occupation of all
three degenerate dπ orbitals, and no two electrons ever pair up
in the same d orbital. However, in D4h symmetry when ΔE(π),
the energy splitting between the dπ orbitals (Figure 4), is large,
pairing two electrons in the lower energy b2g orbital becomes
favorable, and the b2g

2eg
1 configuration basically defines the

emitting 2Eg state that derives from
2T1g(Oh).

26 At intermediate
values of ΔE(π), however, electron−electron repulsions drive
the dπ electrons to spread into as many orbitals as possible,28

and the eg
3 configuration also contributes to the makeup of the

lowest energy 2Eg state. Indications are that 1 is also capable of
emitting from a second thermally accessible doublet state,
because higher energy components appear in the room-
temperature emission spectrum.8 Accordingly, the best guess
is that the ΔE(π) value of 1 falls near where multiple doublet
states intersect in Figure 6, as indicated by the double arrow.

Figure 5. Schematic views of an A2u vibration of 1 (bottom) and
energy wells for the ground electronic and emissive d−d states (top).
Note that in contrast to Figure 2, the two states share the same
equilibrium geometry. In the time-average D4h symmetry, the νk = 0
wave function of the d−d excited state is Gaussian, and the Franck−
Condon factor is zero for a jump to the lower-energy νk = 1 level (red
arrow). As explained in the text, however, the process becomes feasible
during an excursion along the A2u coordinate due to the QA2g

factor in
the admixed wave function. Data used to plot the curves relate to
63Cu79Br arbitrarily chosen for its metal−ligand stretching frequency.
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For a computational estimate of ΔE(π), it is convenient to
downsize to the related d1 di(1,3-butadiynido) complex, trans-
[Ti(NH3)4(C4H)2]

+ (2). Calculations show that its ΔE(π)
splitting has a respectable value of 2300 cm−1; see Supporting
Information for details.

■ OVERVIEW

Vibronic structure appears in absorption or emission bands
when transitions occur to multiple vibrational levels of the final
electronic state. Regiospecificity becomes apparent when the
electronic reorganization involves orbitals that are specific to a
locale or bond system within the molecule. In the case of an
electronically allowed transition, the excited vibrations ordina-
rily correspond to totally symmetric modes or their harmonics.
Contrarily, in the case of an orbitally forbidden transition, each
vibronic component depends upon the participation of a
fundamental mode that breaks the molecular symmetry. If the
vibronic structure within a band is too extensive, it becomes
unresolvable and effectively produces band broadening. In this
regard, it is striking that such low energy vibrations are
resolvable in the doublet-based emission spectra of Cr(III)
complexes. Finally, mechanisms that can relax the spin selection
rule or influence the polarizations of vibronic transitions are
also important but beyond the scope of this short perspective.
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